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ADDENDUM
Number: TWO
This Addendum is issued in accordance with the provisions of "The General Conditions of the
Contract for Construction," Article 1, " Contract Documents " and becomes a part of the Contract
Documents as provided therein. This Addendum includes:
A.

Addendum Pages:

B.

Attachments:

ADD2-1 through ADD2-1

Questions & Answers

PART 1 - BIDDING & CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS
1.01

n.a.

PART 2 - SPECIFICATIONS
2.01

n.a.

PART 3 - DRAWINGS
3.01

n.a.

ADD 1-1
Please acknowledge receipt of Addendum No. 1 on bid form.

as prepared by MMS-A/E, Inc.

QUESTION AND ANSWERS:
Q1.

Where are the starting and stopping points for painting?

A1.

Paint south facing walls only, as well as surfaces shown on A601.

Q2.

Please clarify the demolition of the elevator, elevator equipment, and rails must be by a licensed
elevator contractor.

A2.

Utilize a licensed elevator contractor to disconnect and lower the elevator. The G.C. will be
allowed to demolish the remaining cab, rails, equipment, etc. thereafter.

Q3.

Is there a current pit in the shaft and do we need to put a pump in it or do we need to install a
new pit and pump with associated plumbing and electrical? If this is correct, can you provide
some details of the new sump pit?

A3.

There is an existing sump pit with pump and associated piping below the existing passenger
elevator. This pit gets filled in and the pump and piping gets removed and capped off. There
will need to be a new pit formed and located as shown on the drawings below the new elevator.
Sump pump and piping is not needed, just the pit.

Q4.

Will we be able to use a gas powered buggy to haul concrete?

A4.

Gas powered buggies will not be allowed within 8’ of the building’s entry

Q5.

Is the hardware allowance a material allowance or labor and material allowance?

A5.

The hardware allowance is for purchase of hardware only. Labor for installation should be
included in base bid.

Q6.

The floor plan indicates expansion joints however I didn’t see a specification section for this.
Please clarify.

A6.

Use basis of design for the expansion joint material as described in division 032130. The
expansion joint cover was sent in addendum 1.

Q7.

The specifications indicate “Fire Protection Division‐21” is not used, however the prints indicate
that there is sprinkler work due to the new architectural layout. Could you please clarify this
scope of work?

A7.

There is no new Fire Protection needed. This was a cover all for unforeseen conditions.

